
AVERAGE SALE PRICE FOR ALL 
HOME TYPES IN CENTRAL TORONTO

Notes: 

Annually, prices tend to  bottom out in November or December however this is the fist time in 
4 years the market experienced steeper declines.  This may be driven by the rush for Buyers to 
sign deals before January 2018, when the new mortgage rules came into effect or it could also 
be a sign of a larger Buyer confidence issue.

• In December 2018 vs 2017, there were almost half as many homes that sold over 
$4,000,000.  This skewed the market significantly in December 2018.

• If this year over year price drop persists into January and February, then this would point to 
a lack of consumer confidence with buying a home.

• With the recent RBC mortgage rate drop, today’s media headline effect could change 
directions and positively influence the market.

*All data based on the numbers reported by Toronto Real Estate Board from MLS statistics. 
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Frequently, average sale prices bottom out in November or December. However, this is the first time in 4 years the 
Central Toronto market has experienced such a steep decline going from November to December. 
When looking year over year,  Dec 2018 average prices were down 13% over Dec 2017. 

This can be partially explained by an increase of Buyers who signed deals in Dec 2017 before the new mortgage rules 
came into effect in January 2018 and that increased level of demand a year ago, without a corresponding increase in 
supply led to higher average sale prices in Dec 2017. 

In December 2018 vs 2017, there were almost half as many homes that sold over $4,000,000. This skewed the 
average price down in December 2018 as we are not comparing the same type of housing inventory year over year.

With the recent fixed rate mortgage drop, this could positively influence the market with buyers less concerned about 
continual interest rate hikes over the coming months.

Based on the past 4 years of data, I would expect that our January price averages would be in line with December’s 
average prices. 
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NUMBER OF NEW LISTINGS FOR ALL HOME TYPES 
IN CENTRAL TORONTO 

Notes: 

• New listings were significantly down in Central Toronto December 2018. 

• With less supply, we could see an increase in prices in the spring market, if the demand side 
remains steady. 

*All data based on the numbers reported by Toronto Real Estate Board from MLS statistics. 



NUMBER OF ACTIVE LISTINGS FOR ALL HOME 
TYPES IN CENTRAL TORONTO

Notes: 

• Active listings - I was concerned in August/Sept as there seemed to be a lot of properties 
sitting on the market. 

• However, now that inventory has been sold, it appears to be a tight market again. That, 
combined with the comment above about a low level of new listings, could lead to an 
increase in prices provided consumer confidence is stable. 

*All data based on the numbers reported by Toronto Real Estate Board from MLS statistics. 
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Active listings:  In September & October there were an abnormally high amount of properties sitting on the market compared to past trends. 

However, now that inventory has been sold, it appears to be a tight market again. That, combined with the comment above 
about a low level of new listings, could lead to an increase in prices in the spring provided consumer confidence is stable.�



NUMBER OF DAYS ON MARKET FOR ALL HOMES 
TYPES IN CENTRAL TORONTO

Notes: 

• Days on Market have gone up and that is pretty typical at the end of the year (also in line 
with previous years). 

• Although the rate of the increase in Days on Market accelerated at a higher rate in Dec 2018 
vs. December 2017 or 2016 (but more in line with 2015).  

• Days on Market in December 2018 were 34 vs. 27, 19, 32 over the past 3 years.  

• This increase can be partly explained by the fact that many sellers are no longer using the 
offer date strategy in Central Toronto (certainly something to watch going forward). 

*All data based on the numbers reported by Toronto Real Estate Board from MLS statistics. 


